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Abstract
We present a framework for designing and analyzing Global Computing Systems using Dynamic Software
Architectures. The framework, called TGGA, integrates typed graph grammars and the Alloy modeling
language to specify Programmed Dynamic Software Architectures that represent systems that evolve their
topology at runtime. We demonstrate the beneﬁts of the framework by applying it to the study of an
Automotive Software System.
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1 Introduction
Modern software systems have changed from isolated static devices to highly in-
terconnected machines that execute their tasks in a cooperative and coordinate
manner. These systems are known as Global Computing Systems (GCSs), and have
to deal with frequent changes of the network environment. Moreover the structure
of them is dynamic with continuous changes. The following properties characterizes
a GCS:
• Globalization: each GCS is composed of autonomous computational entities
where activities are not centrally controlled, either because global control is im-
possible or impractical, or because the entities are created or controlled by dif-
ferent owners.
• Heterogeneity: GCSs are composed of heterogeneous devices (i.e., PDAs, lap-
tops, mobile phones, etc.) that have diﬀerent conﬁgurations and functionalities.
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• Mobility: some computational entities are mobile, due to the movement of the
physical platforms or by movement of entities from one platform to another.
• Scalability: GCSs are able to start small and then expand over time in terms
of size (i.e., more users, devices and connections) and functionalities (i.e., new
service requests) insuring system availability.
Software architectural models are intended to describe the structure of a sys-
tem in terms of components, their interactions, and their composition patterns [31].
Since a GCS topology may change at run-time, Software Architecture (SA) models
should be able to describe the change of the system and to enact those modiﬁca-
tions during the system execution. Such models are referred as Dynamic Software
Architectures (DSAs) [2,3,22], to emphasize that the system architecture evolves
during runtime. A variety of deﬁnitions of dynamicity for SA have been proposed
in literature. Below we list some of the most prominent deﬁnitions to show the
variability of connotations of the word dynamic.
• Programmed [12]: All admissible changes are deﬁned prior to runtime and are
triggered by the system itself.
• Self-Repairing [15]: Changes are initiated and assessed internally, i.e., the
runtime behavior of the system is monitored to determine whether a change is
needed. In such case, a reconﬁguration is automatically performed.
• Self-adaptive [25]: Systems can adapt to their environments by enacting run-
time changes.
• Ad-hoc [12]: Changes are initiated by the user as part of a software maintenance
task, they are deﬁned at run-time and are not known at design-time.
• Constructible [3]: All architectural changes must be described in a given mod-
iﬁcation language, whose primitives constrain the admissible changes.
In this paper we ﬁrst formalize Programmed Dynamic Software Architecture
(PDSA) using typed graph grammars (TGGs), and next implement each aspect
of TGGs by Alloy [21] in order to have a complete framework able to design and
validate GCSs. The name of this framework is TGGA (where A indicates the use
of Alloy) and its objective is to permit to a software architect the design of the
set of possible structural evolutions that a GCS can support at runtime and the
veriﬁcation of a set of invariant properties that each system conﬁguration must
satisfy.
1.1 Motivations
We have chosen TGGs as formal representation of GCSs since that (i) they provide
both a formal basis and a graphical representation that is in line with the usual
way architectures are represented, (ii) they allows for a natural way of describing
styles, conﬁgurations and reconﬁgurations and, (iii) they have been largely used for
specifying architectures [5,19,24,32].
In [8], one author of this paper, experimented with DynAlloy [14] to implement
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the TGG framework. The DynAlloy speciﬁcation was constituted of one large mono-
lithic ﬁle impeding its readability and usability. With DynAlloy was very diﬃcult
to debug the model to ﬁnd and correct errors during the speciﬁcation. Moreover,
with DynAlloy was very diﬃcult to support the formal speciﬁcation directly. For
these reasons we have chosen Alloy [20] to support the formal speciﬁcation. Alloy
provides a description language to represent software models, based on signatures
and relations, which we found to be very suitable to model hypergraphs associated
to PDSAs. Alloy is moreover based on a simple notation, which makes it easy to
start working with it. Additionally, it provides an extension of ﬁrst-order logic with
relational operators to represent properties and constraints. The Alloy Analyzer
can translate the model and the logical predicates into a boolean formula, using ef-
ﬁcient SAT solvers to decide satisﬁability, and provide a counterexample in case the
predicate does not hold over the model. Before to choose Alloy we also tried to use
graph transformation tools like AGG [1], PROGRES [26], Fujaba [27], CheckVML
[30] and GROOVE [16]. All of these allow to design typed and attributed graphs.
Full support of cardinality constraints, including automatic constraint checking, is
only provided by AGG. Except for CheckVML, which is intended to translate graph
transformation models into the input language of model checkers, all these tools al-
low the execution of graph transformation rules, even with negative application
conditions. Their limits are in the possibility of designing typed hypergraphs. The
only tool one that supports typed hypergraphs is Graph eXchange Language GXL
[17], but it lacks in veriﬁcation aspects. In conclusion, the above considerations
made us to select Alloy as our tool.
1.2 Structure of the paper
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our PDSA
formalization using TGGs. Section 3 presents the Alloy implementation of each
TGG aspects introduced, while Section 4 shows in which way we can design an au-
tomotive system using TGGA. Section 5 concludes our paper with some conclusions
and future work.
2 Programmed DSAs as Typed Graph Grammars
The approach described in this section follows what is discussed in [7]. It is based on
modelling of dynamic software architectures using typed graph grammars (TGGs).
It introduces each aspect that will be implemented in Section 3 using Alloy. These
aspects come from the theory of graph grammars [9,28]. We concentrate our ap-
proach on typed hypergraph rewriting systems in the single-pushout (SPO) approach
[11]. Typed rewriting is a variant of the classical approach where rewriting takes
place on so-called typed graphs, i.e., graphs labelled over a structure which is itself a
graph (i.e., the so-called type graph). In the following we present a set of deﬁnitions
that we will use in our formalization.
Deﬁnition 2.1 [Hypergraph] A (hyper)graph is a triple G = (NG, EG, φG), where
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NG is the set of nodes, EG is the set of (hyper)edges, and φG : EG → N+G describes
the connections of the graph, where N+G stands for the set of non-empty sequences
of nodes. We call |φG(e)| the rank of e, with |φG(e)| > 0 for any e ∈ EG.
The connection function φG associates each hyperedge e to the ordered, non-
empty sequence of nodes n is attached to.
Deﬁnition 2.2 [Graphs Morphism] Let G and G’ be two graphs. A pair of func-
tions 〈fN , fE〉 where fN : NG → NG′ and fE : EG → EG′ is a graph morphism from
G to G’ if fN (φG(e)) = φG′(fE(e)).
Deﬁnition 2.3 [Typed Hypergraph] Let T be a graph. A typed graph G over T is
a graph |G|, together with a graph morphism τ : |G| → T . A morphism between
T-typed graphs f : G1 → G2 is a graph morphism f : |G1| → |G2| consistent with
the typing, i.e. such that τG1 = τG2 ◦ f .
The basic idea of graph rewriting is to consider a set of graph rewriting rules (i.e.,
reconﬁgurations) of the form p : L → R, where L is the left-hand and R is the right-
hand side of the rule, as schematic descriptions of a possibly inﬁnite set of direct
derivations. G →p G′ denotes the direct derivation, where the match m : L → G
ﬁxes an occurrence of L in a graph G. Application of rule p yields a derived graph
G′ from G by replacing the occurrence of L in G by R. Each graph rewrite rule
deﬁnes a partial relation between the elements on its left- and right-hand sides,
determining which elements are preserved, deleted, or created by an application of
a rule. In this work, given a graph G and a rewriting rule p, a reconﬁguration of G
using p is realised using a single-pushout graph transformation approach [11].
Deﬁnition 2.4 [SPO direct derivation] Given a typed graph G, a rewriting rule p,
and a match m : L → G, we say that there is a direct derivation r′ from G to G’
using p, written r′: G →p G′, if, for suitable morphisms r’ and m’, we have the
following pushout square:
L
r 
m

R
m′

G
r′ G′
Fig. 1. SPO-based graph rewriting.
Deﬁnition 2.5 [(T -typed) graph grammar] A (T -typed) graph grammar G is a
tuple 〈T,Gin, P 〉, where T is the Type Graph, Gin is the initial (T -typed) graph
and P is a set of rewriting rules.
Given a grammar G = 〈T,Gin, P 〉, we will use the following notions:
• The set R(G) of reachable conﬁgurations, i.e., all conﬁgurations to which the
initial conﬁguration Gin can evolve. Formally, R(G) = {G | Gin ⇒∗ G}.
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• The set DP(G) of desirable conﬁgurations are deﬁned as the graphs that have type
T and satisﬁes a suitable property P.
Formally, DP(G) = {G | G is a T−typed graph ∧ P holds in G}.
Programmed dynamism enables the formulation of several veriﬁcation questions.
Consider the set of desirable conﬁgurations DP(G), then it should be possible (at
least) to know whether:
• The speciﬁcation is correct, in the sense that any reachable conﬁguration is de-
sirable. This reduces to prove that R(G) ⊆ DP(G), or equivalently that ∀G ∈
R(G) : P holds in G.
• The speciﬁcation is complete, in the sense that any desirable conﬁguration can
be reached. This corresponds to prove DP(G) ⊆ R(G), or equivalently that
if P holds in G then G ∈ R(G).
In the remainder we omit the preﬁx ’hyper’ for simplicity.
2.1 Formalization of Programmed DSAs
In this paper we consider PDSAs. They assume that all architectural changes are
identiﬁed at design time and triggered by the program itself [12]. Many proposals
in the literature [4,19,24] that use graph grammars for specifying PDSA present
this kind of dynamism. A PDSA A is associated with a T-Typed graph grammar
GA = 〈T,Gin, P 〉, where T stands for the style of the PDSA, Gin is the initial
conﬁguration, and the set of rewriting rules P gives the evolution of the architec-
ture. The grammar ﬁxes the types of all elements in the architecture, and their
possible connections, where the rewriting rules state the possible ways in which a
conﬁguration may change.
Each Software Architecture conﬁguration of a PDSA is represented by a graph
where components (resp. connectors) are modelled using edges and their ports (resp.
roles) by the outgoing tentacles. Components and connectors are attached together
connecting their respective ports to the same node. An architectural style is just a
type graph T that describes only types of ports, components, connectors plus a set
of invariant constraints indicating how these elements can be legally connected. A
conﬁguration compliant to such style is then described by the notion of a T-typed
graph. Typed graphs are deﬁned as graphs equipped with a typing morphism. Since
we represent architectures by graphs, its reconﬁgurations are described by a set of
rewriting productions that state the possible ways in which a SA conﬁguration may
change.
3 Alloy Implementation
The implementation of each concept introduced in the previous section has been
done using Alloy [20,21], a light-weight approach to the modelling and analysis of
software models. Since that we use typed graph grammars to represent PDSAs,
after an overview of basic Alloy concepts we present TGGA, our implementation of
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typed graph grammars concepts that will be used to design and verify structural
aspects of PDSAs.
The main aspects on which we focus are concerned with:
• representation, i.e. convenient ways to design a PDSA, to build it, to browse it;
• styles, i.e. convenient ways to constrain the PDSAs under consideration to satisfy
certain requirements;
• properties, i.e. convenient logical formalisms to express relevant structural prop-
erties;
• analysis, i.e. eﬃcient techniques and tools for veriﬁcation.
We show how to tackle these aspects with our approach. The outcome of our
experience indicate that TGGA is well suited for an early phase of the development,
where the architectural constraints imposed by the style are deﬁned in an iterative
process of reﬁnement of the model and style, assisted by model-ﬁnding techniques.
We use Alloy to implement graphs, graphs morphisms, graph transformations,
etc. Starting from this core implementation (i.e., the TGG Alloy Module) we have
extended it to represent concepts like styles, conﬁguration, reconﬁgurations, etc.
The relations between our formal method, PDSA elements and Alloy implementa-
tions are summarized in Table 1.
Formal Elements PDSA Elements Alloy Implementation
Typed Hypergraph Conﬁguration Signature
Type Graph Style Signature
Typed Partial Morphism Reconﬁgurations rule Signature
SPO graph rewriting Evolution Predicate
(single step) (single evolution)
Typed Graph Grammar PDSA Facts
Table 1
TGGA Elements
3.1 TGGA in detail
In this section, for each aspect of the ﬁrst column in Table 1 we show the respective
Alloy implementation comprising the particular TGG Alloy Module. It results in
the implementation of the TGG Alloy Module. After this section, using this module,
we present the design and veriﬁcation of an automotive software system.
3.1.1 Graphs
The three basic concepts in the model of each graph are nodes, ports and edges that
are represented as three Alloy signatures listed in Listing 1.
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Listing 1: Graphs
According to the above deﬁnition, nodes and ports are atomic concept, while
edges has a ﬁeld conn that maps each port to nodes. The keyword lone in the
declaration indicates multiplicity, in this case that each port is mapped to at most
one node. The signature Graph (lines 10-16 of Listing 1) is used to deﬁne as a graph
as structure composed of nodes and edges.
3.1.2 Typed Graphs and Type Graph
To generate graphs that are conform a given type graph, we have deﬁned in Alloy the
signature TypedGraph that is a graph with a typing morphism. Listing 2 presents
the implementation of typed graphs. It is important to note that the target graph of
the morphism in each typed graph is the style of the system (line 2). A type graph
consists of a set of basic elements (i.e., Edge, Node, and Ports) that can constitute
a typed graph plus a set of constraints indicating how these elements can be lagally
connected. For each new system that we want to design we must deﬁne an Alloy
module that contains all these elements. The style of our case study is described in
section 4.2.1.
3.1.3 SPO Graph Rewriting and Rewriting Rules
Given an initial graph Gin and a rewriting rule p, a rewriting of Gin using p is
implemented in Alloy using the single-pushout graph transformation approach [11].
To implement it we have deﬁned the predicate rwStep that executes one single
rewriting step and produces the target graph G′ (lines 7-9 of the Listing 3). In
16 }
15 edges.nodes in nodes
14 // edges connected to nodes in the graph
13 }{
12 nodes: set Node
11 edges: set Edge,
10 abstract sig Graph {
9 // Graph Definition
8 }
7 some conn
6 // non-empty connections
5 }{
4 conn: Port -> lone Node
3 abstract sig Edge {
2 abstract sig Port {}
1 abstract sig Node {}
9 }
Listing 2: Typed Graph
8 all e: edges | (e.fE).conn = e.(conn.fN)
7 fE in edges -> one style.@edges
6 fN in nodes -> one style.@nodes
5 }{
4 fE: Edge -> Edge
3 fN: Node -> Node,
2 style: Graph,
1 sig TypedGraph extends Graph {
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order to apply a rewriting step we must deﬁne a set of rewriting rules that state
the possible ways in which a typed graph may change. Each rule is deﬁned as
typed partial morphisms p : L → R (shown in Listing 3 lines 1-5), where L and
R are typed graphs (i.e., source and target). For each new system we specify an
Alloy module that contains all reconﬁgurations rules that our system can execute
at runtime.
Listing 3: SPO rewriting
3.1.4 Typed Graph Grammars
The typed graph grammar associated to each PDSA has been deﬁned using the code
described in the listing 4. It uses an Alloy module (i.e., util/ordering) that creates
a linear ordering over typed graphs. Each new typed graph (i.e., conﬁguration) is
generated executing a single rewriting step (line 4).
Listing 4: Typed Graph Grammar
3.2 Structural Analysis of a PDSA
In order to validate a PDSA for a structural point of view, we list a set of analysis
techniques that we can perform using TGGA.
• Model Finding: it is the main analysis capability oﬀered by TGGA. The Alloy
Analyzer basically explores (a bounded fragment of) the state space of all possible
models. For instance, we can easily use the Alloy Analyzer to construct the initial
conﬁguration: we need to ask for a graph instance satisfying the style facts and
having a certain number of edges and nodes.
• Invariant Analysis: The objective of this analysis is: given a property P is
invariant under sequences of applications of some operations. In our case this
operation is the rewriting step. A technique useful for stating the invariance
of a property P consists of specifying that P holds in the initial conﬁguration,
and that for every non initial conﬁguration and every rewriting operation, the
following holds: P(G) and rwStep(G,G′) → P (G′). To do this we have deﬁned
an Alloy module that we present in the next section.
9 }
8 some rw: Rewrite | rw.source = g && rw.target = g’
7 pred rwStep[g, g’: TypedGraph] {
6
5 }
4 target: TypedGraph
3 source: TypedGraph,
2 abstract sig Rewrite {
1 // a rewrite rule
5 }
4 tg.style = tg’.style && rwStep[tg, tg’]
3 all tg: TypedGraph - last | let tg’ = next[tg] |
2 fact grammar {
1 open util/ordering[TypedGraph]
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In the next section we use TGGA to design an Automotive Software System.
4 Automotive Case Study
The case study presented in this paper is discussed at various places within to the
Sensoria project [6,23,13]. In the next section we introduce the Route Planning
System that is a sub-system of the Automotive system presented in [13].
4.1 Route Planning System
The Route Planning System (RPS) is responsible for providing guiding indications
to the driver. In particular it must be able to provide following functionalities:
• Route Planning: each vehicle plans the trip autonomously by using the infor-
mation provided by a GPS system in the vehicle or internal information already
present. The RPS searches a sight seeing database for appropriate sights and
displays them on the in-car map of the vehicle’ navigation system.
• Low Oil: During a drive, the vehicles oil lamp reports low oil levels. This trigger
the in-vehicle diagnostic system to perform an analysis of the sensor values. The
diagnostic system reports a problem with the pressure in one cylinder head, and
that the car is no longer drivable, and sends a message with the diagnostic data
as well as the vehicle’s GPS data to the Road Assistance Service (RAS) that ﬁnds
a best solution (Towing Service, Repair Shop, Rent a Car).
• Bank Request for Mobile Phone Recharge: The Bank represent an insti-
tution that provides ﬁnancial services. The bank operations that are relevant for
the RPS application are the charge of a credit in the driver mobile phone.
• Vehicles Connection: Steven and John are on their way to Italy in separate
cars. Both want to spend their holidays together. John has entered the des-
tination into his navigation system which is calculating and providing the best
route during the travel. To make sure both cars take the same route, Steven’s
navigation system just receives route planning information from John’s instead
of performing route planning itself.
4.2 Design and Veriﬁcation of RPS using TGGA
In this section we design and verify our case study using TGGA. Each conﬁguration
of the PDSA of the RPS system can be composed of components depicted in Figure
2, which we now describe brieﬂy, while Table 2 spells out the abbreviations used for
ports of each component.
BANK: provides the bank operations that are relevant for the RPS application;
GPS: provides Global Positioning System data (like the current position of the ve-
hicle);
Local Discovery (LD): looks for appropriate services in the local repository;
RAS: provides services required for car repair (tow truck, garage and car rental);
External Vehicle (EV): another vehicle that can be connected during a trip;
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BANK
BV  ◦ ◦ V CG
VO

VGPS

VV

VS
 ◦ ◦ ORCHOV OLD  ◦
GPS
GPSV  ◦ LD LDO  ◦ RAS RAV  ◦ EV VV  ◦
Fig. 2. Basic components of the RPS.
Abbreviation Description
VV Vehicle - Vehicle
VS Vehicle - Service
VO Vehicle - Orchestrator
VGPS Vehicle - GPS
OLD Orchestrator - Local Discovery
OV Orchestrator - Vehicle
BV Bank - Vehicle
RAV Road Assistance - Vehicle
LDO Local Discovery - Orchestrator
GPSV GPS - Vehicle
Table 2
Description of ports.
Vehicle CommunicationGateway (VCG): forwardsmessages to external components
(BANK, RAS, EV);
Orchestrator (ORCH): in charge to achieve a goal by composing services, so each
time a driver’s request arrives it performs a dynamic binding with in external com-
ponents BANK, GPS, RAS, EV, etc.
4.2.1 RPS Style
After the identiﬁcation of each component that compose the RPS system, we have
deﬁned the RPS Style to which each PDSA conﬁguration should adhere. To do this
this we have deﬁned an Alloy module that implements the Type Graph of Figure 3.
The full Alloy code can be downloaded [29].
4.2.2 Structural analysis of the RPS
Our framework oﬀers Model Finding and Invariant Analysis to validate a PDSA’s
structure. For the ﬁrst one we implemented a module called Model Finding which,
starting from the deﬁnition of the elements of our initial conﬁguration (like compo-
nents, ports, etc.), generates the set of all possible PDSA conﬁgurations composed of
a precise number of components, ports and attachments. When the Alloy run com-
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GPS
GPSV

BANK
BV
		◦ V CG
VO



VGPS

VV

VS
 • ORCH
OV

OLD

RAS
RAV

EV
VV

LD
LDO

Fig. 3. Type Graph of RPS
mand is executed, the Alloy analyzer generates all possible RPS-style-conformant
conﬁgurations. Two of them are shown in Fig. 4, with iai nodes representing com-
munications between components inside the car and eaj nodes communications
between internal components and components in the external environment.
Fig. 4. Two possible style-conformant PDSA conﬁgurations of the RPS.
To execute Invariant Analysis we deﬁned a set of reconﬁguration rules, a set of
properties to verify and, ﬁnally, an Alloy predicate Invariant Analysis that will
be used to verify the invariants of a set of properties over our system. Fig. 5 shows
a set of possible reconﬁguration rules (i.e. GPS Request, Request Assistance and
Call Friend) while Fig. 6 presents an example of a possible run-time evolution of
the RPS as a set of transitions, each composed of a startingState, an arrivalState
and a trigger (i.e. reconﬁguration rules).
Moreover we deﬁned some properties that each DSA conﬁguration of the RPS
must satisfy after each reconﬁguration step, such as:
Property 1: no component VCG is connected directly to a component LD;
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Fig. 5. Reconﬁguration rules of the RPS.
Fig. 6. Run-time evolution example of the RPS.
Property 2: if a component LD exists, then so does a component ORCH and the
two must be connected;
Property 3: component ORCH has exactly two connections;
Property 4: a VCG component cannot have more than one component attached
to each port.
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If we check the Invariant Analysis predicate for each of these properties,
then we obtain, using the Alloy Analyzer, that each of these properties is valid
for each reachable conﬁguration of our running example. Considering the PDSA
formalization presented in [7] we can conclude that the structural speciﬁcation of
the RPS is correct and complete.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented TGGA, a tool supported framework to design Global
Computing Systems. It is based on modelling Dynamic Software Architectures as
typed graph grammars and implementing it using Alloy. Moreover the Alloy Ana-
lyzer has been used to ensure style-consistency, perform model-ﬁnding and validate
structural properties of each PDSA conﬁguration. This framework is well suited to
a reactive modelling process: the software architect builds a model and the system
reacts reporting style inconsistencies. TGGA deﬁned dynamism by local rewriting
rules on ﬂat graphs and it has mechanisms to keep trace of reconﬁgured items by
the notion of trace morphism. In order to verify structural properties TGGA ex-
presses them by means of the same formalism used to deﬁne architectural styles,
i.e. the Alloy logic. As kind of architectural dynamism, we have only considered
the programmed dynamicity, in which all admissible changes are deﬁned prior to
run-time and are triggered by the system itself. Other future research extends our
modeling approach. Related to this there is the necessity to use graph grammars
with negative application conditions [18] in order to model productions that are
equipped with a constraint about the context in which they can be applied. For
instance, such conditions can state that the production is applicable only when
certain nodes, edges, or subgraphs are not present in the graph. Another future re-
search is to extend our modeling approach to model and analyze hierarchical DSAs
that have as basic elements some more complex and structured components. We
are thinking about using hierarchical hypergraphs [10] where each hyperedge can
represent relations among components.
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